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• UN named climate change as one of the top 7 

drivers of zoonotic diseases like Covid-19 



Soft sides of a  
hard problem



Emotional intelligence



Do you feel it?
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Do you see it?











Do you hear it?



Do you taste it?



Do you sense it?



Do you smell it?



Do you touch it?



brokenrecordrecordbreaking: 
“a reccurring feeling of déjà 
vu, quiet terror, and slow 
shock which is both acute 
and familiar that occurs 
when opening a newspaper, 
radio program or website 
and reading a headline that 
year (month, season, day) 
has broken the record for 
the hottest on record.” 



Buzzwords 

Eco-anxiety (American 
Psychological Association) 

Climate anxiety 

Ecological grief (Cunsolo & Ellis) 

Solastalgia (Albrecht) 

Pre-Traumatic stress (Van 
Susteren) 





Soft denial



Disavowal



In touch with our care

Emotionally engaged Integrating dark emotions

In touch with our ability to make a difference



Trends
New York Times Magazine



Youth activism







Appropriate and not to 
be pathologized



Appropriate and not to 
be pathologized



Appropriate and not to 
be pathologized



Eco-empathy



Eco-anxiety occurs on a spectrum 

MILD - feelings of upset are transient and can respond to reassurance, focus on optimism and hope in 
others (maybe ungrounded) 

MEDIUM - person may get upset more frequently; feel doubt in “others’” capacity to take action; start 
making some changes in lifestyle 

SIGNIFICANT - minimal defences against anxiety; it becomes harder to mitigate distress, guilt and shame; 
little faith in others to take action; significant impact on relationships. 

SEVERE - intrusive thoughts, sleep affected, struggles to get any respite, anticipate human extinction, no 
belief in others’ ability to care, may be unable to work or suicidal; a complete and utter loss of personal 
security. 



Psychiatric trauma post-
disaster: 
Depression 
PTSD 
Suicidality 
Substance abuse 
Domestic abuse 
Disrupted sense of belonging 
Loss of meaning 
Increased vulnerability of the mentally ill  
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Creeping impacts: 

- Indian farmer suicides  
- nearly 60 000 over last 30 years  
- +70/day with each additional degree 

(Carleton 2017)







GOOD NEWS



1. If we want to 
protect populations… 
we must look beyond 
the biomedical model



1. Look beyond the biomedical model
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What if wealthy countries tried something similar?
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2. If we want solutions 
to be sustained…focus 
of fostering social 
capital & connectedness



2. Social capital and 
connectedness are 
key. Founding 
research by Dr. 
Alexander Leighton

Image: Nova Scotia Archives



“The pearl in the 
oyster” Dr. Helen Berry

Image: Nova Scotia Archives

*often even outweighs the effectiveness of economic 
assistance and relief from aid or government groups. 



3. If we want to be 
emotionally resilient…
we must question 
positivist psychology



3. Question positivist 
psychology



4. If we want to overcome 
isolation…find supportive 
people who can mirror these 
disenfranchised feelings



5. If we want to 
stay integrated 
no matter what 
happens… use 
meaning  
focused coping



“The psychology of 
watching it regrow – 
it’s a massive 
comfort”- Casey Kirchoff 
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These feelings are 
arising for a reason 

Eco-anxiety 

Climate anxiety 

Ecological grief  

Solastalgia 

Pre-Traumatic stress



We need to feel about this

We need to think about this
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2. Social capital and 
connectedness are 
key



Pre-existing distress



Do you know it?







Good social tipping points 
can still emerge 


